
                           Summary 

This firtst chapter of the book The Work of Art in the World: Civic Agency and Public 

Humanities(2014) written by Doris Sommer inducts the reader to the world of socially 

engaged art and its outcomes by  detailing 3 different instances  and the impact they 

had. 

  The first example is the former mayor of the city Bagota in Colombia, Antanas 

Mockus. Before his election the city had been characterized as one of the most 

dangerous and corrupt cities.Surprisingly after his election an extreme transformation 

occurred to the city. Mocku’s “transform policy” amalgamated pedagogy and 

persuasion to collaborate a norm of moral ,legal and cultural practices (p 19). The 

results were astonishing the murder rates and car accidents incidents reduced 

significantly ,as  the taxes income rose. Citizens voluntarily  associated with 

government and expected good results in the management of education, law 

enforcement ,public transportation and water conservation (p 24). As he stated, when 

others tried to imitate his method , “Cultural Ciudadana(his method) is not a recipe 

but an approach”(p 24). A method that is based to the artist-citizen role (p 31).Mockus 

believed that “admiration is the feeling that sustains democracy”(page 31) because 

tolerant citizens (artist-citizens) fell that they are the true source of good judgment 

and acknowledge the fact that the rights enjoyed by others begin from their own 

generosity (page 32).The second example which is being analyzed to the chapter is 

the one of Mr. Rama the former mayor of Tirana the capital of Albania. He managed 

to transform the old buildings of communistic aesthetic to a new colorful mosaic 

around the city(page33-34).Action which had great impact to the citizens considering 

that they gathered  in cafes and newly transformed parks to discuss the valued 

aesthetic or not of the painted buildings(page 34).One can easily observe that the 

artistic transformation of the buildings did not have  impact only in the aesthetics of 

the people but in everyday life too.People became socially more active simply by 

discussing a change in their everyday routine and reality. Another man whose 

“policy” had a great impact was Mr Vascanelos in Mexico , he managed to create a 

new idea about “a cosmic race to crown human evolution with equality”(page 37-38); 

idea which constructed in order to create  a sense of familiarity among the different 

cultural backgrounds of Mexico and influenced  significantly the USA’s  



government.Its outcome was the creation of the FAP organization which encouraged 

the arts creation and participation in  the social domain. 

  I believe that this particular chapter is a clear example about what socially engaged 

art can achieve. Whether is the notion of social/political participations and drop of the 

criminal rates or discussions and observations about our common ideology or 

reality.Socially engaged art helped or “pushed” people to 

discuss,participate,think,observe and expose themselves in to the social domain.It 

transformed them to beings ,who respect and embody the role of the citizen and its 

importance.Thus they take more seriously the role of society ,its laws and other 

members.Socially practiced  art has the ability to change the society and that’s an 

outcome that has not been unnoticed. 

  Nowadays many governments (local ,national and transnational) strongly support the 

socially engaged arts. One may argue that they support this form of Art to that extend 

that simply ignore other.What is really the cause of this turn?Why the neoliberal 

system choose to entail to his dialectic and mechanism the socially engaged arts? It is 

because socially engaged citizens ,can become responsible citizens;And the 

responsible citizens do not question the establishment order.Many theorist including 

Claire Bishop ,who wrote in her book Artificial Hells (2012) that “The social 

inclusion agenda is therefore less about repairing the social bond than a mission to 

enable all members of society to be self- administering, fully functioning consumers 

who do not rely on the welfare state and who can cope with a deregulated, privatised 

world”(p 14) .Criticized heavily this “trend” and argued that the socially engaged art 

manipulated by the neoliberal system produce different outcomes from those they 

were producing;As Claire Bishop stated later in her book “In this logic, participation 

in society is merely participation in the task of being individually responsible for 

what, in the past, was the collective concern of the state”(p 14). 

 Hence, does a solution exist?Can really the arts be independent?What does the 

socially engaged art offers anymore?Does it help the people create a form or a feeling 

of unity among them,or divides them and misleads them?These are the questions that 

rose into my mind after engaging with this particular chapter and made me wonder if 

art could be a solution to our social problems or it is just a drug that influence us to 

ignore them or take them as natural aspects of the world. 
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